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Lisa Martin’s Believing is not the same as Being Saved is an intricate collection of poems that meditates on pivotal traumatic events in the speaker’s life that challenge her faith. With the highest number in the universe equal to infinity plus one, and this unfathomable concept to be arrived at by using numbers one to nine, the speaker learns that the world must be built from what we know (5). Here is an experiential verse that is also curiously philosophical in its inquiry.

As the speaker remembers, she had mentally “flicked off a switch” that summer since she had wanted to “understand darkness,” and from her earlier comment about the girl, “is this what you really want?” (8), the reader may surmise that the speaker implicates her own somewhat willful despair and thoughts of suicide.

While inspired by real experience—concrete situations and their impact on a vulnerable speaker—the poems in this collection do not ordinarily confine the treatment of an event to a single poem but instead tend to spread the inquiry over several poems and to shape the particular poem around that evolving spiritual experience. For instance, in dealing with her mother’s sickness and death, Martin edges warily towards the subject, in “Learning to speak and not to speak,” when she remarks on how her own daughter looks like her mother when she was dying: “her cheeks full of brown fat that keeps life viable” (8). And then she comments on the paradox of “how close everything in the universe is to its extreme” (9):

What slips away when pain comes?
Isn’t it words that leave us first
—the right ones— whatever likely story once made us intelligible to ourselves. (20-24)
In the following poem, “Things I can and cannot do,” also relating to her mother’s death, the speaker remarks on the wisdom that her mother has taught her, that “anything upended becomes / its opposite, that death is not the end of us” (9-10). She concludes, “I cannot bring you back from the dead” (11-12): the sand on the beach where she stands with her daughter has returned to “formlessness”:

but I have collected the necessary materials
built my castle on the sand. What is left holds the shape of the container. (12-16)

Accordingly memory of what is lost is retained through its absence and what previously surrounded its presence in the material world.
In the next poem, “Preserve of the useful,” we see how the speaker’s memory of her mother is kept alive by her yellow bowl that she fills with red apples:

That’s trust before it’s broken—
objects persist
through time, the bowl is unbroken, the tree will not be cut down. (16-18)

Similarly, poems form clusters and build on each other elsewhere in the collection. In “Elegy,” about a loved one’s death, the speaker muses that “regret is homeopathic / contemplation, a search for nettles in which / to roll naked” (39-42), and then asks herself “Did I / look closely enough while // what I wanted was still offered?” (42-45). Poignant in her choice of images is her remembering the absence of a white-throated sparrow that whole summer of dying while she invokes the image of a vireo “on a red-eye / flight” and “sunrise” (64-65) to represent the glory of what has passed. She concludes the poem with verses reminiscent of Kiergaard’s “fear and trembling” in the face of Isaac’s preparing himself to sacrifice his son to God:

And still—
Do you take this?
Yes I do.
All the trembling
beauty too. (67-71)

Also on the theme of death and a testing of faith, the poem “Ecstasy,” on her father’s death, focuses on the teeter-totter of emotion, with a low of despair and an unexpected high of relief that veers towards ecstasy. From an introductory “I was a bit of a holy child” (1), the speaker admits that she was so inspired by her father with his “mischief and goodness” (16) that she, herself, might have become a preacher too; however, she arrives at true faith through doubt, the wisdom evolving from the ordeal of her father’s terminal sickness and death. Thus, she comes to realize how God and love may be “powerless and terminal” and how she reaches “to faith: by way of desperation” (53-55). From her pleading, “Please, / God, do not let him die,” the speaker with self-searching comes to the realisation with all its emotional logic that she must have “equivocated,” that she had wanted “pain to end” (58-59):

So the live wire buried
in me came loose and I am
holding it still, ecstatic with
grief[.] (101-104)

With poems that carry a religious and philosophic fervour—whose parallel in literary tradition might be Gerard Manley Hopkins with his rapturous sonnets that
delve into his own faith and doubt about God – Martin’s verses are embedded with incandescent images from the natural world and are sinuous with thought riddled with paradox.
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